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Abstract: The skeletal based human action recognition has its 

significant applications in the field of human computer 
interaction and human recognition from surveillance videos. 
However, the tasks suffers from the major challenges like view 
variance and noise in the data. These problems are limiting the 
performance of human action recognition. This paper focuses to 
solve these problems by adopting sequence based view invariant 
transform to effectively represent the spatio-temporal information 
of the skeletal data. The task of human action recognition in this 
paper is performed in three stages. Firstly, the raw 3D skeletal 
joint data obtained from the Microsoft Kinect sensor is 
transformed to eliminate the problem of view variations on a 
spatio-temporal data by implementing sequence based view 
invariant transform. In the second stage, the transformed joint 
locations of the skeletal data will be converted to RGB images by a 
color coding technique and forms a transformed joint location 
maps (TJLMs) . As a third stage, the discriminating features were 
extracted by the novel CNN architecture to performs the human 
action recognition task by means of class scores. Noticeable 
amount of recognition scores are achieved. Extensive experiments 
in four difficult 3D action datasets constantly show our method's 
superiority. The performance of the proposed method is compared 
with the other state-of-the-art methods. 
 

Keywords : Human action recognition, Sequence based view 
invariant transform, Convolutional neural networks.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Human action recognition is a demanding area of research, 
which finds its applications in intelligent surveillance, gaming 
control and human-computer interaction. Previous works 
acknowledge RGB information activities involving 
complicated illumination and confused backgrounds. The fast 
developments in capturing depth information technology in 
real time have shown increasing interest in solving these 
issues through the use of depth sensor produced data [1] in 
particular by the economical Microsoft Kinect sensor[2]. 
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Compared to RGB information, structured light sensors 
generate depth information that is more solid in light 
modifications because infrared radiation estimates the depth 
values without linking them to visible light. The deepening 
process is much more easy to remove the foreground from the 
cluttered background, as confusing texture and color data are 
ignored. In addition, RGB-D cameras provide detailed and 
accurate resolution and information on the structure of objects 
on the scene, with approximate resolution and precision. 

The human body can be intuitively portrayed as a 
articulated system with hinged joints with rigid bones and 
human action can also be identified as skeleton movements. In 
real-time, many [3,4] projects in a skeleton-based action 
assessment were carried out with the application from Kinect 
capture models. These works are generally intended from a 
single point of perspective for analogous action. However, 
while observing an action sequence, a general and reliable 
action identification scheme for practical purposes must be 
robust to distinct points of view. This article creates a 
view-independent measurement method which aims to 
remove the effects of variable viewpoints and proposes a 
compact, yet discriminative, representation of the skeleton 
sequence. 

To achieve view invariant on skeletal joint positional data 
and orientation a sequence based transformation is applied. 
As the depth sensor i.e. Kinect sensor is fixed at one position 
while capture, the orientation of the Kinect sensor can be 
identified by one transform matrix. All torso joints are 
considered to form transform matrix, which can able to 
eliminate the noise effect on the skeletal data. The previously 
existing methods transformed the skeletal data by the 
transition matrix generates by its own. The limited skeleton 
joints present in the data may lead to noisy data 
transformation. Due to this the spatio-temporal relationships 
between the skeletal joints are greatly effected and leads to 
misclassification. Compared to other existing transformation 
methods, the sequence based skeletal transformation greatly 
reduces the effect of noise on skeletal data and retains the 
spatio-temporal relation alive for better recognition of 
actions. The entire process of action recognition from skeletal 
data has been achieved in the following three steps: 

1) Applying the sequence based transformation on raw 
skeletal data captured via Microsoft Kinect sensor. 

2) Creation of color coded maps on the transformed 
skeletal data. 
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3) Implementing a sophisticated CNN algorithm on color 
coded maps to recognize the action. 
The entire process of action recognition pipeline proposed in 

this paper can be visualized in figure 1. The complete action 
consisting of N  number of frames with J  joints can be 
represented as a color coded map of size 3N J . 

 
Fig. 1. Pipeline of the proposed method.

 
The proposed frame work is depicted in figure 1, where the 
color coded images prepared from the skeletal data are 
inputted to CNN models for action class identification. The 
color coding technique used here will highlight the spatial and 
temporal information and immune to view variations and 
noise interruption. The rest of the paper is organizes as 
follows: The next section presents a brief review on related 
work. The detailed methodology which includes the sequence 
based transform and CNN architecture is presented in section 
III. Section IV reports the achieved experimental results and 
section V concludes the paper by presenting the key 
investigations done and future of this work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The cost-effective depth sensor with real-time algorithms for 
skeleton estimation can present comparatively accurate joint 
coordinates. Efficient and effective methods have been 
created lately, based on these coordinates for recognition of 
action. In order to be able to recognize sequences oriented 
actions, temporal dynamics of posture over moment may be 
modelled as a time-series issue. Skeleton joint co-ordinates 
can be used as a type of low-level function to portray human 
positions and their spatial progress. The majority of the 
current action identification relied on skeletons approach 
models centered on well-designed local characteristics. 
Action recognition task which serves the view invariance 
problem has many challenges due to 1. the appearance of the 
skeleton changes in different viewing angles which tends to 
have different intra variations in the same action itself and 2. 
difficulty to represent the spatio-temporal relations of the 
particular actions effectively. Due to these two reasons the 
action recognition task became more complicated for 
researchers to solve. In [5], the authors represented the 
actions from the skeletal information as self-similarity matrix 
(SSM). Somehow this SSM representation immune to view 
variations, but it is not firmly view invariant.  Traditional 
techniques design handmade functions to portray 
spatio-temporal skeleton joints to model temporal evolution 
through time series simulations. The zenith reference vectors 
are considered in [6] to implement view invariant human 
action recognition with little success. Some authors translated  
the skeletal data in to a new coordinate system and achieved 
view invariance to absolute human body orientations [7]. The 
authors in [8], calculated the principal components for the 

reference points of a human body by selecting the zenith 
reference point as first principal component. Generally, the  
 
zenith reference is always perpendicularly aligned with the 
torso point with larger dimensions. However all these 
methods are not effective for the noisy skeletal data and leads 
to the greater loss in spatio-temporal information of the 
specific actions. The relative joint differences are calculated 
in [9] to join the static skeletal information with all joint 
dynamics of the skeleton. The PCA is applied on the 
calculated joint differences to get EigenJoint representation, 
which leads to reduction in noise and redundancy in the 
spatio-temporal skeletal data. The relative motions among the 
skeletal joints are modelled by the hierarchical recurrent 
neural networks [10]. The RNN based methods felt difficulty 
to process the long sequence temporal information. However, 
the LSTM can able to learn the patterns from the long skeletal 
sequences by a gating mechanism. The authors in [11] 
proposed a spatio-temporal LSTM which can learn both 
spatial and temporal dynamics of all joints in a skeleton. 
Moreover, the RNN and LSTM based methods are more 
aggravate the temporal dynamics. However, the CNN based 
methods playing a vital role in producing a promising results 
for human action recognition from an image. In [12], the 
authors implemented the human action recognition task from 
the skeletal data by projecting the local coordinates on to 
orthogonal planes. The 2D trajectories on each plane are 
turned into a color image and inputted to the CNN. The 
skeletal joint information in all the frames is concatenated and 
the each , ,x y z  is color coded in to , ,R G B  respectively to 

form an image which implicitly represent the spatio-temporal 
evolution of an action [13].   As the CNNs has the power to 
explore various features of an image automatically, this work 
choose to represent the spatio-temporal dynamics of human 
skeleton action sequences. The view invariance is achieved by 
transforming the skeletal joint coordinate information using a 
sequence based view invariant transform. The transformed 
skeletal joint coordinates are encoded in to an RGB image and 
inputted to a CNN architecture for effectively classifying the 
human actions.  
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III.  PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

This section discusses the methodologies adopted to solve 
view invariant problem in recognizing human actions from 
the skeletal 3D joint locations captured from the Kinect 
sensor. 

A. Sequence-based view invariant transform 

The skeletal sequences are in general suffers from view 
variations, which in turn facing a problem in identifying an 
action. Several traditional methods were proposed by the 
previous researchers are not up to the mark. In [14] authors 
transformed the skeletal sequences in order to solve this issue. 
However, this practice sometimes damaging the relative 
motion relationship among the raw skeletal joints. At this 
juncture, the sequence based view invariant transform proved 
its ability to attain view invariance by transforming all skeletal 
joints synchronously over the entire skeletal sequence.   
 A 3D skeletal action sequence A  with J  joints and T  

frames is expressed as   3
1 2, ,....., J T

TP P P     . The J  

joints form a joint set with position vectors 

 1 2, ,...i Jp p p p . The thi  joint in a 3D space is a 3D 

coordinate of   3, ,    1  J
i i i ip x y z i to J   . The 

thi skeleton joint in the tht  frame is denoted as 

 , ,t t t t
i i i ip x y z . 

In general the skeletal coordinates of an action sequence are 
not immune to view variations. Hence the raw skeletal 

coordinates  , ,t t t
i i ix y z  has to be transformed as view 

invariant values  , ,t t t
i i iX Y Z .   The transformation of 3D 

coordinates as view invariant is done as follows. 
 

     ,0  ,0  ,0  

1 1

t t
i i
t t

i i
x y zt t

i i

X X

Y Y

Z Z
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Here,    is the transformation matrix defined as 
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translation vector sets the hip joint as origin and bring all the 
action frame sequences to an unique origin. The rotation has 
been done around x , y  and z  axis by an angle of   ,   

and   respectively. The coordinate rotated around x  axis at 

an angle of    is x
  and formulated as 
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Similarly, the coordinate rotation around y  axis by an angle 

of    degrees y
  is given as   

1 0 0

0 cos sin

0 sin cos
y
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And the coordinate rotation around z  axis by an angle of    

degrees z
  is given as   

 
cos sin 0

sin cos 0

0 0 1
z


 

 

 
   
 
  

                                                                (4) 

 
The transformed view invariant parameters ,t t

i iX Y  and t
iZ  

together provides the view invariant coordinates of the joint, 
which can be now color coded to form a transformed joint 
location map (TJLM) for the recognition of human actions by 
eliminating the view variance problem. 

B. Color encoding procedure 

Convolutional nets receive images as input for training and 

testing. Hence, the transformed joint location (TJL) matrix for 

T  frames considering all the joints of size  3T J   must 

be coded into an RGB image. The color coding is kept simple, 

using the ‘jet’ color map to encode the TJLM’s with the 

following standard mapping procedure [15], as 
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Where, m is number of colors in jet map and 

3

8
n round f m

  
   

  
 is scale rounded to nearest integer 

towards zero. Concatenating the 3-color planes into one, 
creates a RGB image of joint angular displacement as 
intensity values. The variable dimensionally in human 
subjects is handled using normalization at the skeletal stage or 
at the image level scaling. The figure 2 shows some of the 
transformed joint location maps (TJLMs) created. 
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Fig. 2. Visualization of TJLMs for sample actions. 

 

Fig. 3. The proposed CNN architecture. 

C. Proposed CNN architecture 

The proposed CNN is inspired by VGG network architecture 
introduced by Simonyan and Zisserman [16] is a very deep 
CNN model which achieved the state-of-the-art accuracy on 
ILSVRC (Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge, 2014) 
classification and localization tasks. VGG net is deep layered 
CNN with 16 to 19 weight layers with small window sizes of 
3×3 followed throughout the convolutional layers. The 
architecture is no different from that of the originally 
proposed CNN architectures by Ciresan et al. [17] and Jeffrey 
Dean et al. [18]. The proposed 3D sign nets architecture is 
inspired by VGG net. However, the depth is limited to 6 
weight layers and 2 fully connected layers. The architecture is 
being built using python with the help of Keras and tensorflow 
libraries.  Our proposed CNN architecture is exhilarated from 
VGG, but with 8 layers. Six convolutional layers followed by 
2 fully connected layers is what is arrived after multiple 
testing using different network models in VGG, AlexNet, 
ResNet and Inception. All are developed from scratch using 
Keras and Tensorflow in Python 3.6. The proposed CNN 
architecture is shown in figure 3. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed method of human action recognition task is 
tested on various publicly available skeletal datasets namely, 
NTU RGB-D [19], MSR Action 3D [20], UT-Kinect Action 
3D [21] and G3D [22]. The created TJLMs are inputted to a 
VGG based CNN architecture, which trained and tested on 
various datasets individually. The achieved recognition rates 
can be observed from the table I. To know the novelty of the 
method in solving the view variance problem, it is tested 
against the cross view data. The results shows that the method 
provides view invariance and provides better recognition 

rates i.e. an average of  87% on cross view data. Similarly, an 
average of 86% if recognition rate is achieved on cross 
subject data. 

 
Table- I: Recognition rates achieved through the 

proposed method. 

Datasets 

Recognition Rates (%) 

Raw Skeletal Data Transform Skeletal Data 

Cross 
View 

Cross 
Subject 

Cross 
View 

Cross 
Subject 

NTU RGB-D 64.87 68.49 80.57 82.37 

MSR Action 3D 67.32 70.17 82.07 85.97 

UT-Kinect Action 3D 73.27 76.84 86.27 90.65 

G3D 70.94 72.98 84.37 88.37 

 

A. Evaluation on NTU RGB-D dataset 

NTU RGB-D is created in a large scale including a greater 
number of actions. This is the largest currently available 
human action dataset. This dataset consists 60 action classes 
of 40 different subjects providing RGB, Depth and skeletal 
data. The skeleton of this dataset used 25 major body joints 
for representation. Out of available 60 action classes, we have 
considered 20 popular action classes for our experiment. The 
NTU RGB-D data is trained and tested using the proposed 
method and a reasonable classification rates were achieved.  
To further know the robustness of the proposed method, the 
results were compared with the other state-of-the-art 
algorithms and tabulated in table II. 
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Table- II: Recognition rates achieved on NTU RGB-D 
data through the proposed and other state-of-the-art 

algorithms. 
 

D
at

as
et

s 

Methods 

Recognition Rates (%) 

Raw Skeletal 
Data 

Transform 
Skeletal Data 

Cross 
View 

Cross 
Subject 

Cross 
View 

Cross 
Subject 

N
T

U
 R

G
B

-D
 

Adaptive kernel matching 
(AKM) [23] 

59.79 62.46 74.89 79.57 

Dynamic time wrapping 
(DTW) [24] 

58.27 60.27 71.27 77.24 

Histograms [25] 55.78 59.37 69.84 74.37 
Recurrent neural network 
(RNN) [26] 

61.75 63.87 77.28 81.21 

Long short-term memory 
(LSTM) [27] 

62.15 65.94 78.14 81.37 

Proposed method 64.87 68.49 80.57 82.37 

 

The precision and recall values are also calculated on NTU 
RGB-D data using the proposed and other state-of-the-art 
methods. Figure 4 plots the precision recall values. From the 
figure 4, it can be seen that the proposed algorithm is best 
performing in solving view variance problem on NTU 
RGB-D data. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Precision-Recall plots of NTU RGB-D action 
classification using various algorithms. 

 

B. Evaluation on MSR Action 3D dataset 

The MSR Action 3D is a skeletal based action dataset 
captured by Kinect sensors. This dataset consists of 20 human 
action classes performed by 10 different subjects in three 
instances. The skeletal information of this dataset was built 
with 20 human joints and each joint is represented with its 3D 
coordinate location values. The organized MSR Action 3D 
data is trained and tested on the proposed CNN architecture. 

The cross view recognition is observed as 82.07 % on a 
transformed skeletal data, i.e. the recognition rate is improved 
by 15 % when compared to the recognition rates obtained on 
raw skeletal data. Similarly, the cross subject testing is 
performed and better recognition rates were noted. To further 
know the novelty of the method, it is considered to test the 

TJLMs on other state-of-the-art algorithms, the resulted 
recognition rates can be studied from table III. The 
performance of the method is further studied by drawing the 
precision-recall plots for various methods and visualized in 
figure 5. 

 
Table- III: Recognition rates achieved on MSR Action 3D 

data through the proposed and other state-of-the-art 
algorithms. 

D
at

as
et

s 

Methods 

Recognition Rates (%) 

Raw Skeletal 
Data 

Transform 
Skeletal Data 

Cross 
View 

Cross 
Subject 

Cross 
View 

Cross 
Subject 

M
SR

 A
ct

io
n 

3D
 

Adaptive kernel matching 
(AKM) [23] 

62.89 65.84 77.67 81.27 

Dynamic time wrapping 
(DTW) [24] 

61.82 63.27 75.29 78.69 

Histograms [25] 60.74 61.97 73.54 75.67 
Recurrent neural network 
(RNN) [26] 

64.28 66.57 81.07 82.14 

Long short-term memory 
(LSTM) [27] 

65.97 67.37 80.97 82.91 

Proposed method 67.32 70.17 82.07 85.97 

 
 

 
Fig. 5. Precision-Recall plots of MSR Action 3D action 

classification using various algorithms. 
 

C. Evaluation on UTKinect-Action3D dataset 

UTKinect-Action3D Action Set is built with 10 actions 
performed by 10 subjects, of which 9 subjects are male 
subjects and one is female subjects which include one left 
handed subject. Each subject performs actions in various 
views and the length of videos vary from 5 to 120 frames, 
resulting in significant variation among the recordings. From 

the table IV, it can be observed that the proposed method is 
also working with acceptable recognition rates i.e. around 
86.27 % on cross view data and 90.65 % on cross subject data.  
Figure 6 shows the precision-recall plots, which compares the 
performance of the proposed method with other 
state-of-the-art classification algorithms.  
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Table- IV: Recognition rates achieved on UT-Kinect 
Action 3D data through the proposed and other 

state-of-the-art algorithms. 

D
at

as
et

s 

Methods 

Recognition Rates (%) 

Raw Skeletal Data 
Transform 

Skeletal Data 
Cross 
View 

Cross 
Subject 

Cross 
View 

Cross 
Subject 

U
T

-K
in

ec
t A

ct
io

n 
3D

 

Adaptive kernel matching 
(AKM) [23] 

68.93 71.95 81.37 86.97 

Dynamic time wrapping 
(DTW) [24] 

67.28 70.15 80.12 83.94 

Histograms [25] 64.29 67.94 78.91 81.21 

Recurrent neural network 
(RNN) [26] 

70.48 74.01 84.94 88.14 

Long short-term memory 
(LSTM) [27] 

71.94 74.29 85.11 88.37 

Proposed method 73.27 76.84 86.27 90.65 

 
 

 
Fig. 6. Precision-Recall plots of UT-Kinect Action 3D 

action classification using various algorithms. 
 

D. Evaluation on G3D gaming action dataset 

The further experimentation is done by considering the most 
popular and less complexity gaming dataset named G3D. 
G3D is a gaming 3D action set constructed to recognize the 
real time gaming actions. It consists of 20 gaming actions 
performed by 10 subjects.  In our experiment we initiated the 
training with seven subjects and carried out the validation on 
one subject. The remaining two subjects were used for testing 
the proposed method.  Table V shows the recognition rates 
achieved on G3D data using the proposed and other methods. 
An average of 84.37 % of recognition rate is noticed on a 
transformed skeletal data training with cross view testing. A 
better improvement is achieved by implementing sequence 
based view invariant transformation on a raw skeletal data and 
TJLMs with CNN training. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table- V: Recognition rates achieved on G3D (Gaming 
action 3D) data through the proposed and other 

state-of-the-art algorithms. 

D
at

as
et

s 

Methods 

Recognition Rates (%) 

Raw Skeletal Data 
Transform 

Skeletal Data 
Cross 
View 

Cross 
Subject 

Cross 
View 

Cross 
Subject 

G
3D

 

Adaptive kernel matching 
(AKM) [23] 

65.97 68.29 79.94 81.97 

Dynamic time wrapping 
(DTW) [24] 

64.22 67.14 77.15 79.97 

Histograms [25] 60.19 62.18 73.18 75.18 

Recurrent neural network 
(RNN) [26] 

68.08 69.78 81.08 84.17 

Long short-term memory 
(LSTM) [27] 

67.91 70.37 81.84 85.74 

Proposed method 70.94 72.98 84.37 88.37 

 
 The performance of the proposed TJLMs+CNN on G3D 
data is further validated by plotting their precision-recall 
plots. Figure 7 depicts the performance of the proposed with 
other methods in terms of precision-recall. The proposed 
TJLMs+CNN outperformed among all other methods with an 
average recognition rate of 84.37 %, which is noted as 15 %  
increment compared to the observed recognition rates on raw 
skeletal data. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Precision-Recall plots of G3D action classification 

using various algorithms. 
 

E. Evaluation of the proposed method with different input 
features  

The robustness of the proposed CNN architecture is tested on 
different features such as RGB, Depth, skeletal, RGB+Depth, 
RGB+Depth+Skeleton and transformed skeleton. As shown 
in table VI, the proposed CNN has shown better performance 
when compared to other state-of-the-art algorithms. 
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Table- VI: Comparison of recognition rates of different methods on different input features. 

Type of features 
Methods 

AKM DTW Histograms RNN LSTM CNN 

RGB 64.23 62.19 58.76 67.99 67.49 69.37 

Depth 65.29 63.89 60.82 67.23 68.29 71.92 

Skeleton 67.13 65.27 62.86 68.55 69.49 72.12 

RGB+Depth 70.37 68.23 65.04 72.18 73.87 75.78 

RGB+Depth+Skeleton 75.37 73.18 69.97 77.99 78.07 80.96 

TJLMs 80.27 78.08 74.24 82.18 83.57 84.84 

V. CONCLUSION 

The human action recognition with view invariance problem 
is attempted to solve in this paper. The problem is considered 
to solve by making the 3D human skeleton joint location 
immune to view variations with the help of sequence based 
view invariant transform. The transformed joint locations 
(TJLs) of a skeleton are encoded in to color coded maps 
(TJLMs) using a standardized color encoding technique. A 
vigorous VGG based CNN architecture is designed for the 
view invariant human action classification task on a color 
coded TJLMs. A better improvement in recognizing the 
actions with acceptable classification rate was achieved on a 
cross view data. An average recognition rate of 84 % is 
observed using the proposed method on four different 
datasets, namely NTU RGB-D, MSR Action 3D, UT-Kinect 
Action 3D and G3D.  
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